Meeting Location MOCA Shuttle to Camp in Phoenix Sky Harbor Terminal 4 Level 3
Airport Captains: Frank Berk Cell: 305-218-2692/ Jonathan Fredland Cell: 856-905-2732 / Naomi Ross Cell: 416-878-3993
1.

Retrieve your luggage

2.

If you come in to terminal
2, walk or take the 2-minute
ground shuttle to terminal
3.

3.

Once in terminal 3 walk
or take the Sky Tram to
terminal 4

4.

In terminal 4 head to the
"D" gates.

5.

Face the gates. We will be to your right. Security
checkpoint D will be to your left. The food court will
be behind you.

6.

The group will move downstairs towards the meeting location for the Charter Bus from All Aboard America Bus Company
around 1:36pm. Look for Coach#628 (pale yellow with gold and copper ribbons).

7.

MOCA Shuttle departs at 2:06 PM Arizona time from Charter Bus area at the South Side of Terminal 4 – Level 1 by Door #2
near the far west end of the curb (look to the right coming out of the doors). The bus WILL leave ON TIME with or without you.

Note: Actual color scheme may vary.

Missed the MOCA Shuttle or arrived early?
ARIZONASHUTTLE VANS - (800) 888-2749
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

ArizonaShuttle.com offers regularly scheduled van service between Phoenix SkyHarbor Airport and Prescott on an hourly basis
from 6 am to midnight.
The cost for a shuttle via this vendor from the airport to Prescott will be ~$37 + Tip (one-way). Plus the cost of a 7 mile taxi to camp from their
location in Prescott.
Please do not plan on arriving in camp prior to 3 pm on August 31st as we will not be ready for you.
Their Prescott office is 7 miles away from camp
The Prescott office is a short distance to several points of interest within the town of Prescott. Unfortunately, Arizona Shuttle will NOT hold your
bags for you while touring around Prescott.
You will need to book your own shuttle directly with the vendor.
There are no refunds if you pay for MOCA transportation and do use it. A spot was reserved for you even if you are not there.
Please contact the bus captain the ASAP once you know you are not going to use MOCA transportation so we do not look for you.

